
THE QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTS 
SIMPLIFIES YOUR WORK

c o m p a n y  i n t r o d u c t i o n
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Bellon is a company that specialises in the design and 

construction of mowers and mower-conditioners.

With over thirty years’ experience in the agricultural 

sector, Bellon sells its products in Italy and all over the 

world. Always attentive to market requirements, Bellon 

offers a wide range of high-performance machinery, 

adapting to all types of soil and crops. 

What makes Bellon a successful company is not only 

the ability to produce quality and innovation but also 

the fact that it is geared to the future without losing 

sight of its traditional values: efficiency, dependability 

and attention to the customer. 

Bellon is a company firmly rooted in its local area but its territorial 
dimension is no obstacle to a global view of the market. 
For many years now, Bellon has been exporting its machinery all over 
the world where it is known for its commitment, the dependability 
and quality of its products, and its skills and expertise.

Bellon:
thirty years 
of intense commitment

We take up 
the challenge 
of the global market

We look after your work
Bellon’s underlying commitment is to look after its customers 

and their firms. Relying on its expertise and dependability, the 

company can focus on the customer,  creating not only a business 

connection but also, and above all, a human relationship. 

Bellon works as a partner with its customers to widen its 

knowledge, comparing experiences and ideas and exchanging 

information which is beneficial to both customer and supplier. 

Bellon’s success is measured by the success of its customers, 

by the recognition and loyalty it obtains from them. 
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          Territories served:

North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Tennesee, Georgia, 
Florida, Missisipi, Kentucky, West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Maryland.

Southern Farm Supply, Inc.
P.O. Box 128
2335 West Memorial Hwy.
Union Grove, North Carolina 28689
PHONES LINES 704-5395000  OR 877-539-5000 TOLL FREE
•  Store Hours: Mon - Fri 8am to 5pm | Sat 8am to 12 noon
•  Email: info@southernfarmsupply.com
•  Fax: 704-539-5010
•  Website: http://southernfarmsupply.com

DISTRIBUTOR:



The mechanical lateral drum 
mowers F135, F170 and F190 are 
characterised by their efficiency 
and dependability in any working 
condition. Transmission is by means 
of universal joints, one normal 
and the other with clutch and free 
wheel. This range of machines 
also comprises the series with 
conditioner. A release mechanism 
allows the mower to be moved back 
if an obstacle is encountered. The 
three-point hitch with reciprocating 
bar permits constant adaptation to 
the ground even when uneven or 
sloping.
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Pulled type mowers disc 
line: handiness and 
lightweight on any ground.

The disc pulled type mowers ensure 
optimal handling and manoeuvrability, 
thanks to their low weight. 
Their lightness and swinging arms, 
which fit to irregular or undulating 
grounds, make mowing easier.
In the GM version, the different 
models are equipped with a spiral 
rubber-roller conditioner (chevron 
pattern), suitable for grass fodder 
rich in leaves such as lucerne 
and clover, which require delicate 
handling.
In the FL version, on the contrary, a 
flail conditioner is mounted, which 
allows obtaining a good product from 
drier fodder like Gramineae.

The lateral disc mowers DL3, DL4, 
DL5, DL6, DL7, DL8 with belt 
transmission and without conditioner 
are suitable for medium-sized farms 
looking for robust  but reasonably-
priced equipment for efficient use 
with tractors on various cutting 
widths.   
The wide choice of models covers 
cutting widths from 1.3 m to 3.2 m, 
with perfect adaptation to the various 
workloads. 
The strength of these machines lies 
in their ability to combine efficiency 
and low cost.  
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2-drum mechanical mower:
efficiency in any conditions.

Belt drive mower: 
reliability at all times. 

A wide range of products to meet many different needs. 
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Bellon designs and produces mowers and mower-conditioners 
to meet various needs. The range of products is wide and varied 
and can be grouped basically into three lines: machines with 
disc, drum or combined cutting system, i.e. with several mowing 
elements with either disc or drum cutting system. Each of the 
lines comprises both frontal and lateral machines. 
Different types of crops can be mown on different types of soil 
with greater productivity, reducing drying and hay-making times 
to obtain quality fodder.

The performance 
you’re looking for, 
the quality you expect. 

Combined mowers

Disc mowers Drum mowers

The production process begins with in-house design of the mower which takes account 
of specific market requirements. In the production department a prototype of the 
product is built, which is tested and then modified accordingly.

The semi-finished products used in construction of the mowers are processed in-
house: the various components are turned, welded and painted, and then assembled 
and mounted to obtain the end product. 

The production process 

Quality 
and control 

are our 
strengths



Bellon S.r.l. 
Via Belladoro, 17 
35010 CADONEGHE (PD) - Italy
Tel. +39 049 700930 - Fax +39 049 8870003 
www.bellon.it - e-mail: info@bellon.it
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